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SchrCidinger operators in a class of domains with asymptotic cones are 
considered. A generalized Fourier transform representing the absolutely continuous 
part of the SchrBdinger operator as multiplication by I# in the asymptotic cone is 
constructed. Wave operators relating the free Laplacian to SchrGdinger operators 
are computed using the generalized Fourier transform. The wave operators relating 
Schriidinger operators acting in domains with the same asymptotic cone are 
computed and shown to be complete. 
Let Q be an open set in R” of class Cz satisfying: 
(0) There exists R, > 0 such that, for every x in the boundary of R 
with 1x1 > R,, the angle between x and the external normal to X? at x is not 
smaller than n/2: (x, N(x)) < 0. 
Ifr>R,andifwedenotebyS,=(wES”-‘/x=rwEf2}thenS,cS, 
for r < 1. We denote S = U raRo S, and call r, := {x E R”\O 1 x/lx1 E S) the 
asymptotic one of a. 
We shall consider Schrddinger operators A corresponding to Dirichlet 
boundary conditions in a. The potentials we treat are short range. We shall 
prove existence and compute the wave operators 
where A, is the selfadjoint realization of the Laplacian in R” and pn is the 
restriction pn : L *(R”) + L ‘(ii?). Let 9 , c Sz, be two domains satisfying (0) 
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and having the same asymptotic cone. Let pi:: L2(02)+ L’(fl,) be the 
restriction. We prove existence, completeness and compute the wave 
operators 
W,(A,,pi;,A,)=s- lim ei’AIPi;e-i’“2P,. 
ILticc 
Here P, is the projection on the absolute continuity subspace with respect to 
A,. The wave operators are expressed in terms of generalized Fourier 
transforms associated with A. 
In the first section we prove the limiting absorbtion principle, describe the 
internal radial asymptotic behaviour of solutions of Schrodinger equations 
and study the generalized Fourier transform. Our approach is based on the 
method of Jager who, in a series of articles [5-71 treated these three 
problems in the case of exterior domains (domains which are the 
complement of a compact set). Writing the Schrodinger operator in polar 
coordinates JBger studied a differential equation with one of the coefficients 
equal to the Laplace-Beltrami operator on L2(Sn-I). In our case we have to 
deal with a differential equation in L’(S,), where S, changes with r (r is one 
of the variables in the equation). Due to the Dirichlet boundary condition 
and to condition (0) we have good control over the terms introduced by the 
boundary. The limiting absorption principle has been obtained for domains 
which are more general than those satisfying (0) by Eidus-Vinnik [ II] and 
Vogelsang [ 121. We prove the limiting absorbtion principle in the framework 
of the spaces B(R), B*(a) which have been introduced in Agmon and 
Hormander [3] (0 = R”) and obtain optimal conditions of convergence. (see 
Remark 1 .I.). We construct the generalized Fourier transform from the 
asymptotics of solutions. The construction is similar to the one used in the 
exterior domain case by JHger for short range potentials and by Ikebe and 
Saito for long range potentials. 
In the second section we prove that generalized wave operators 
corresponding to a class of identification operators exist. We compute them 
using Abel limits and estimates for the commutators of the Laplacian and 
the identification operators. Then, by passage to limit with respect to the 
identification operators we obtain existence and compute W, (A, pn , A,). 
1. LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE, 
ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR AND GENERALIZED FOURIER TRANSFORM 
We consider the operator 
A:D(A)-,L2(R), D(A) = H#2) A {u E Y’(i-2) 1 Au EL*(R)}, 
Au=-Au+pu 
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where p is the multiplication operator by the real function p(x) which 
satisfies 
(Pl) p is measurable. There exist positive constants C, E such that 
I P(X)1 < C(1 + /x/)Y’ a.e. in R. 
It is well known that A is selfadjoint. Its spectrum consists of [0, ao) and a 
sequence lj of non-positive eigenvalues of finite multiplicities having 0 as the 
unique possible accumulation point. There are no positive eigenvalues 
imbedded in the continuous spectrum (if p(x) is bounded from below on 
relatively compact subsets of fz for large x). 
Let U be an open set in R”. We denote 
Lz*‘oc(@ = (u E S’(U) Itpplu - u E L’(R”) Vrp E Cr(R”)}, 
H~(~)‘°C = {u E 23’(U) (t/y, E CF(R”), rpl, . u E H;(U)}. 
We say that u is in B(U) if u belongs to L2*‘Oc(q and 




ju(x)l’ dx) “2 
is finite. We define B*(U) to consist of those u in L2*‘0c(~) which have 
l141Z 
1 
B’(U)= sup - R>I R (i , x 
Here R’=O, Rj=2j-‘, j> 1, Uj= Un (xJR’-’ < 1x1 CR’]. 
We say that u belongs to L2.*(U) if u is in L29’“c(o) and 
11412 LWU) = I (1 + lx12)o lu(x)l’dx < 03. u 
We define B*(U) as the subspace of B*(U) formed with the u which satisfy 
d*(U) is closed in B*(U). B*(U) is the dual of B(U) (see Agmon and 
Hiirmander [ 3] for a brief description of the spaces B, B* in the U = R” case 
and their relationship to Besov spaces). We remark that, for every 6 > 0 the 
continuous inclusions 
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hold. We denote by R(z) = (A - z)) *, the resolvent of A for non-real z. We 
define the radiation operator, Dr,k(~) by 
The main results of this section are: 
THEOREM 1.1 (the limiting absorbtion principle). Let k be a positive 
real number: 
(i) The limits 
lb@ R(k2 f 3) = R(k2 f i0) exist in w(B*(Q), B(a))? 
i.e., there exist bounded linear operators 
R(k2 f i0): B(Q) + B*(B) such that, for every J; g in B(Q) 
;;1,1 (R(k’ f iJ)f)gdx=!I, (R(k* + iO)f)gdx. 
R(k2 f i0) are also the limits of R(k2 f is) in the topology of strong 
convergence of P(B(n), L 23-‘/2-“(J2)) for every o > 0, that is, for every 
fixed f in B(Q), the limit 
lifs R(k2 f is) f = R(k2 f iO)f in the norm of L2*-“2-“(R). 
(ii) u = R(k2 f i0) f is, for every f in B(R), the unique solution of 
(A - k2)u = f in W(Q), which satisfies also u E B*(R) n EL@),,,, 
D,,,,(u) E B*(Ll’). (Here R’ = fin {x 11x1 > I}.) 
The limiting absorbtion theorem has been proven for domains with infinite 
boundaries, more general than those satisfying (0), by Eidus-Vinnik [ 111 and 
Vogelsang [ 121 (in the srrong topology of F’(L2~“2ts(Q), L2*-1’2-s(Q)). 
The B - B* framework is optimal in the sense of the following 
Remark 1.1. Let M be the subspace of B(8), M= {f E B(R) / 
R(k2 f zO)f = lim,lo R(k* f 3) fin the norm of B*(0)}. Then A4 is a proper 
closed subspace of B(R) (so that its complement is open and dense). 
Since C?(Q) is dense in B(a) there are C?(O) functions for which the 
convergence cannot be improved. 
THEOREM 2.1. The map k -+ Jn (R(k2 f iO)f) ga!x is continuous from 
R + to C for every f, g in B(R). The map k + R(k2 f iO)f is continuous from 
R t to L2*-1’2--6(Q) for every f in B(R), 6 > 0. 
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We shall denote u” the extension of u E L*~‘oc(~) defined by zi= u in R, 
z.7 = 0 outside J2. We denote rk := r, n (cf, )(1 > 1 }. 
THEOREM 3.1, Let k be a positive real number. There exist two bounded 
linear maps a: and a;, a: : B(O) + L’(S) which satisfy 
0) Ila~<f)llZ~,s, = lla;df)ll~~~S~ = Im Jo CR@’ + iO)f)fdx 
= Im Jn f(R(k’ - iO)f) dx. 
(ii) (kf)-,ai is continuous from R + x B(Q) to L2(S), 
(iii) The range of a: contains C,“(S), 
(iv) For every f in B(Q) a:(f) is the unique function in L’(S) which 
satisfies 
u = R(k2 + iO)f 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let f be in B(B). We define F,(f) by 
We denote by E(.) the (right continuous) spectral measure of A, by P,, the 
projection on the absolute continuity subspace of L2(Q) with respect o A, 
L*LQn)a, = if I (Ed f) is absolutely continuous) and by (rp, w) the scalar 
product in L*(rs). 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) For every Borel set b c (0, co),f, g in B(R) 
WM g) = j F,f KW’, g)(t) dt- 
lErs.lII2Eb 
In particular 
V’,c.fi g> = @‘,.A F, gh II ~acSll:w2~ = IIF*f cw,, 
so that there exist unique extensions of F, (which we denote again by F,) to 
partial isometries with initial set L’(Q),, 
F, : L’(a) + L*(I’s). 
(ii) For every bounded Bore1 function x and everyf, g in L’(Q) 
@‘,A~ 1.L d = Ml . I’) F, f, F, g> = 1 x(1 tl’ Wit f )W P, (g)(t) dr, 
rs 
F,OI(A)f)(r)=XOrl’)F,(f)(r) C-a.e. if Pscf = J 
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(iii) The F, are onto L2(rs). 
(iv) Wf’,,) = LfE L’(Q),, I I~lZJ’,LfK) E L2(Ts)} and 
J’, W’acSM = I <I*& (f)(t) <-a.e. 
We start proving Theorems 1.14.1. If u is a function defined in 9 we 
define, for w E S,., (x = ro polar coordinates), u#= u(r, w) = r(‘-‘)/’ . u(r~). 
The equation 
(-d-~2)u+pu=finR, ujan=o, 
is equivalent o 
2 
$+k2u-Aru=p%+f* 
where p#(r, o) = p(rw) - (n - l)(n - 3)/4r2, f*= --rCn-iM2 . f and A, = 
(l/r’) A, A the Laplace-Beltrami operator on F-l, 
We remark that Dr,k(~) = F’“~‘)‘~(~u/& - iko). We denote by 
Let a = inf{lxl ) x E Q}. We shall write somtimes U’ instead of an/&. If F is 
a smooth positive function in 8 from condition (0) follows that 
d 
3 s, I 
F(r, w)du > 
I 
E (r, w) da, 
s, ar 
r>R,. 
If F is 0 on the boundary of 0 then 
d 
z s, i 
F(r, w) do = 
i 
E (1; o) do. 
s, ar 
LetubeafunctioninH’(~,),wherea,=Rn{xlIxl<R}andR>R,. 
Then the traces u#(r, .) = v(r, .) are in L*(S,), the function r + I( u(r, .)/If is 
absolutely continuous and 
-$ II u llf > 2 Re(v’, v), r-a.e. in (R,,R). 
If ui, i = I, 2, are in H’(B,) then the function r -+ (v,, u2),. is absolutely 
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continuous and if one of the ui is in H@~),,, too (that is for every 
cp E GW I I4 < WI, v, lop E KERN then 
3 %,%)r= (eY%)r+ (Ul,GL~ 
If u is in H2(R,) n H@R),,, and if U” = u then the function 
r + (Ilu, u), is absolutely continuous 
and 
f (Au, u), < 2 Re(Au, u’),, r-a.e. in (R,, R). 
We remark that u belongs to B*(a) if and only if 
1 R 
sup - 
R>atl R i 
Ilu”llf dr < 03 
a 
and f E S(O) if and only if 
,fl (Rj)1’2 (j;-, Ilf”ll,’ dr)lli < ~0. 
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following 
LEMMA 5.1. Let f be in B(a), Im k > 0. Let u E H#&,, be a solution 
of (,4 - k2)u = fin W(0). Then, if U# = u 
a.e. in (R,, R). (1.1) 
Proof. Since f is in L*(Q) it follows (Agmon [ 1, p. 129, Theorem 9.81) 
that u E Hz@,) for every R. Therefore 
f (1 u’ - iku If > 2 Re(u” - iku’, u’ - iku), 
= 2 Re(p#u + f “, u’ - iku), 
+ 2 Re(-ik II u’ - iku IIf + il;(/lru, u),) 
+ 2 Re(Aru, u’), 
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> 2 Re(p% +f”, c” - iku), + 2 Re(A,v, u’), 
> 2 Re( p% t f”, L” - ikv), + $ (A, t’, u), 
r-a.e., 
and this proves the lemma. 
Suppose now that, beside the hypothesis of the Lemma 5.1 being fulfilled, 
u E B*(Q)), Dr.k(~) E @*(Q’). Then lim,_, l/u’ - ikv 11: = 0 and integration 
in (1.1) gives for r > R, 
< (Ad4 01, + 2 I Lrn II0’ - 20 ll,(ll p#o II, + Ilf”ll,) & a.e. (2.1) 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let f E B(Q), Im k > 0. Let u belonging to 
H@),,c n B*(a) be a soZution of (A - k*)u = f in W(Q). Suppose 
Dr,Ju) E 8*(Q’). There exists a constant C depending on p, (k(, f2, bounded 
when I k 1 is bounded such that 
(We denote q(x) = (1 + IX/)-‘-~ and 0 = u”) 
Proof: We integrate in (2.1) from R ,, to R and get 
and therefore 
,< 2 Ry II u’ - iku II,(IIp”u IL+ Ilf”llJ dt. i 
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Since 1 - 2R,/t > l/2 for t 2 4R, and 1 - 2R,/t > -1 for t > R, we obtain 
+ 2 I z 11~’ - iku ll,(ll~“~ II + Ilf”llJ dt. 
Integrals I,, < IxI <(12 1 grad u I2 dx for arbitrary 0 ( u1 < a2 can be estimated 
by the right member of (3.1) using standard elliptic estimates. Since 
Dr,k(~) E B*(Q,) we can bootstrap 
with arbitrary 6 > 0. The proposition is proven. We obtain also 
$-)u-iku~I:dt+t$jR (A,u,v),dt 
1 
< C(Jlqz&,, + llfll;(*)yz x 
[ f (ll94l~cn, + Ilfllha)1’2 
+R ( l jR r’(ll PXt’ Ilf + IIf” dr) I’* 1 
(II P#U II: + IV” II:> dt )I . (4.1) 
With C depending on p, I kl, Q, bounded when I kl is bounded. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let f E S(Q). Let u E Z-Z~(~),,, n B*(Q) be a solution 
of (4 - k2)u = f in W(Q). Suppose Dr,k(~) E B*(Q’). There exists a 
constant C depending on p, k, Q, bounded when k belongs to a compact 
subset of (k E C I Re k f 0, Im k > 0} such that 
Ilull ii*,,, < C(llP Ilicn, + llf llhd (5.1) 
Proof. We put, as usual, v = u*. 
Im(u’ - ikv, v), + Re k II v II: = Im(v’, v), f t > a. 
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From Green’s formula we get 
Im(u’, v), = .’ Im(-k’u -l-f”, u), dr 
.I ll 
(Green’s formula is valid since u E HZ@,) for every R). 
Im(u’, u), = ( Im(f”, u), dr - 2(Re k)(Im k) f 11 u 11: dr, 
JO 
(6.1) 
Im(f”, u), dr - Im(o’ - ikv, U) ,)-ZIrnk~~/jujj:dr. 
We can write therefore 
We integrate this last inequality (l/R) if dt and, after estimating 
(l/R) IO.,x,< 1 I u 1’ dx by the right member of (5.1) we get, using 
Proposition 6.1 that 
11412* - B (RI < lRf kl IlfllL3cfu II ZJ IIB’W 
+ wPll&?, + Ilfll&J,> 
6+ll4:*,,, + j& llfll~(n, + m?4l&2, + Ilfllhd 
We shall delete now the term I(qullrrcn, in (5.1). In order to do this we need, 
naturally, a unicity result: if u is a solution in a’(0) of (A - k’)u = 0, 
u E Hi(a),,, nB*@), Dr,Ju) E $*(a’) with k real positive, then u = 0. 
This is the unicity part of (ii) of Theorem 1.1 and it is well known (see 
Agmon [ 21). 
PROPOSUION 8.1. Let f E B(Q), k E L, L a compact subset of 
{kIRek>O,Imk>O) 
(i) There exists a constant C, depending on L, p, l2, such that, for 
every k E L with Im k > 0 
IIW211 B’(Q) G c Ilfllrrcn,. (7.1) 
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(ii) Let k, E L n R. There exists a unique u E H@),,, such that for 
every R > a, 
u= F+yo R (k*)f in H’(J2,). 
Im k>O,keL 
Proof (i) In virtue of (5.1) and of the fact that u = R(k*)f belongs to 
D(A) and therefore satisfies the conditions of Proposition 7.1, it is enough to 
prove II w lIB(R) < C Ilfllecn, with C depending on L, p, R. For every k E L 
with Im k > 0 the linear map k -+ qR (k’)f is bounded B(a) + S(0). By the 
uniform boundedness theorem it suffices to prove that, for any fiied f in 
W% qW21f are bounded in S(.f2) as k E L, Im k > 0. We reason ab 
absurd0 and suppose there exists f E B(0) and a sequence of k EL, 
Im k > 0 such that IlqR(k2)fll,,,, tend to infinity. We take 
uk =R(kZ>flllqR(k2)fll,,,,. Using (5.1) we get that IIukllel(dj is bounded. 
From standard elliptic estimates and Rellich’s selection theorem we obtain a 
subsequence of uk which is convergent in H’(l2,) for every R. Passing to 
another subsequence we may suppose that the k - s tend to a number k,. It 
is clearly sufficient o check the k,-real case. The limit of the subsequence of 
uk, u, satisfies clearly (A - ki)u = 0 in g’(Q), u E H@),,,n B*(Q), 
Dl,k,(~) E B*(f>oFrom (4.1) we obtain that D,,kO(~) belongs to B*(L!‘). 
Therefore There 
G c II wlIL’:Ll~ 
exists constant such that 
Ilwll B(R) for every w in ??*(Q) so that llukllL2.-V2~6 is 
bounded from bellow (here 6 is any number 0 < 6 < E). On the other hand 
IIU&-L,-&(n) < j (1 + Ix12)-“2-s luk(x)l’dx + (1 + M*)-“’ 
oh4 
X (1 + Ix~*)-“~-~~ Iuk(x)12dx 
IXl>M 
< I (1 + Ixl*)-1’2-6 Iuk(x)12 dx + c(l + M’)-” Ilu,ll;*c‘,,* oh4 
If we choose M big enough and use the fact that uk tend to 0 in L2(12,) 
we obtain that II~~ll~+,,~-~(q) tend to 0, absurd. 
(ii) From any sequence R(kk)f, k, + k,, k, E L, Im k, > 0 we can 
select a subsequence which converges in HI@,) for every R exactly as in the 
proof of (i). All the possible limits are equal because they solve 
(A - k2)u = f in g’(0), u E H&@,,, n B*(.Q), Dl,k(~) E B*(R’). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (i) The limit in w@*(Q), B(Q)) follows from (i) 
of Proposition 8.1, and the density of C?(a) in B(Q). The strong limit in 
L2*-1’2--6(52) follows from Proposition 8.1 and the fact that a sequence 
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converging in L*(Q,) for every M and bounded in B*(Q) is Cauchy in any 
L*.-1’*-“(12), 6 > 0. 
(ii) Let u = R(k’ f iO)f. The fact that u solves (4 - k2)u = f in 
Q/‘(fi), u E H;(n),,c f-7 B”(f2) follows from Proposition 8.1. 
DrTk(n) E B*(L)‘) from Proposition 6.1, 8.1 and Dr,k(~) = $*(a’) from (4.1). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. As in the proof of Proposition 8.1, from any 
sequence R(ki f iO)f, k, real positive, k, -+ k, k real positive, we can select 
a subsequence converging in H’(Q,) for every R. All the limits are equal 
from the unicity. 
We shall denote by a,,,4 the gradient on S”- ’ and by ( , ) the scalar 
product in the cotangent of S”-‘. In local Riemannian coordinates 
W)i l.....n-I 
a,#= 2 
i 1 ad j=l,...,n-1 
(a,(b,a,y/)= g$$$ (summation convention). 
Suppose now that the potential p satisfies Pl and it is in C’(Q) and 
satisfies, as r -9 00 
(P2) (a,p, 3,~) = O(r-‘-‘) uniformly on S”--l, 
(P3) ap/ar = O(F3’*-‘). 
These assumptions can be easily removed in what concerns 
Theorems 1.1-4.1 but are essential for the second section because of the 
following 
LEMMA 9.1. Let L c (0, 00) be a compact set. Let p jiilJil1 conditions 
Pl-P3. Let f E L”‘(l2). There exists a constant C depending on L, p, l2, 
such that 
Proof. We shall give the +iO part of the proof. Let ki -+ k*, Im ki > 0. 
We choose 6, > 0, R > 1 such that Re(ki - p#(r, co)) > 6, for r > R, w E S, 
and 6 < 6,. We put ug := R(kt)f, vg = us; wg := ub - i(dw) vg. Here 
dz is the branch defined for z & (-co, 01, positive for z positive. 
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=2Re A,v,+f*+p#v,-k2,vg-i~~v’g 
( 




r > R a.e., 
since 2 Re((,, - id-1 w8 I2 da) > 0. Now 





We take a function v(r) equal to 0 for a < r <R, equal to 1 for r 2 R, > R, 
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0 < v(r) < 1, 0 < VI’ < D with constants D, R , . We multiply (9.1) by rv(r) 
integrate between a and M and let M -+ co. Since l&,, M 11 wg Ilk = 0 for 
every fixed 6 > 0 we get 
After bootstrapping and estimating the finite integral we obtain (8.1) with 
IC/W, instead of Dr,Ju) and vg instead of v. Since 
v’,-ik,v,-w,= 
1 




O” v(r) I( vi - ik,u, - w8111’ dr <C O” I px12 llvsllf dr< CIlfll&~~ a I R 
and since ug + u in H’(R.) for every T the lemma if proven. We remark that 
we did not use the limiting absorbtion principle to get (9.1). It is possible to 
prove a limiting absorbtion theorem from (9.1) for potentials p satisfying P2, 
P3, and P’l: p = O(r-Y2-‘). 
LEMMA 10.1. Let f E L*,‘(Q), p satisfy Pl-P3. Let k be a positive real 
number, u = R(k2 + iO)f and v = u#. Then 
lim IIvll: =+-I, jm (f “, v), dt. r-cc a 
Proof. We remark that 
e-2ikr -$ [(v’ - ikv, v), e2’kr] 
=j(v’-ikvI(:+(p % v), + (.4$, v), + (f “7 v)r, r-a.e. 
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We integrate this from r to R and let R + a). Since lim,,, (v’ - ikv, v)~ = 0 
we get, after taking the imaginary part 
k II vll: = Im(v’, v), + lrn Im(ez’k”-” (11 v’ - ikv[I: 
r 
+ (A$, v), + df”, v), + (P% v),)) dt. 
Since Im(v’, v), = j: Imv, v) dt from Green’s formula, the proof is over. 
We remark that for f E B(0) the conclusion of Lemma 10.1 is true on a 
certain sequence r, + co and the proof of this is immediate from (6.1). We 
shall write t7 instead of (u”) (the extension obtained by putting 0 in the 
complement of Q). 
LEMMA 11.1. Let k be a real positive number. Let p satisfy Pl-P3. 
There exists a linear bounded map a:: L”‘(R) + L’(S) which satisfies 
(i) For everyfE L**‘(R), a:(f) = lim,+m e-ik’G(r, .) in L’(S). (u = 
R(k2 + iO)f, v = u”.) 
(ii> II 4 df&, = (l/k) Im(R(k’ + iO)f, f)for every f in Lz7’(12). 
Proof: We define 
ak(r) = 
v’ t ikv -ikr 
2ik e ’ 
aek(r) = “‘--$v eikr. 
a&Jr) are in L’(S,) for r > a. We have v = eikrak + e-ikra-k. Let ( be in 
H&S,), R > a. We shall see it as an element of L’(S,) for r > R and of 
L’(S) too. We know that r--t (aik, $), is absolutely continuous on r > R and 
therefore 
t (.f#(t, a), $h] eFikt dt + (a,,(R), @)R. (10.1) 
Claim. The limits limt+oo,l>a ( kk, d), exist. In virtue of (10.1) all we 
have to prove is lp l(Atv, $), t (p%, $), t df”, (6), I dt < co. Now 
J(P% 41, + df”7 $)tI < lI~IIL~~SR)(Il P#4lt + Ilf”llJ~ t>R 
and the right member is integrable. 
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since (a,v(t, u), a,u(t, u)) > 0. If we denote by 111@1/1, the norm of Q in 
H’(S,) we get 
and from the Lemma 9.1 we have proved the claim. Since DrSk(n) E j*(Q’) 
we have that lim -r-tm Ila-k(r)l/f = 0 and therefore limr+m(a-k(T), #), = 0 and 
so lim,, e PZikr(a-k(~), q4), = 0. We know that lim,+, llnllr exists so that 
II W)lh, is bounded. We obtained: There exists a EL’(S) such that 
e -ikr5(r, .) tends weakly in L2(S) to a as r+ co. In order to prove strong 
convergence we shall prove 
Let R > a. Then v(R, .) E Hi(S,). We have, from (10.1) with eeikRn(R, .) 
instead of 4, 
I/ C(R, .)l(ZZcSj = (u(R, e), eikRak(R) + emikRa-k(R)), = (eCikRC(R, e), a,(r)), 
+ 
i 
’ erkO (v’(R), f”(r, .) + p”(t, .) v(t, .) + A,@, .))f dt R 2ik 
+ (v(R), e-ikRa-k(R))R. 
We let r-+ cc and get 




2ik (W 1, f% - > + P% . > u (6 . > 
+A,@, ~))~dt+ (u(R),e-ikRa-k(R))R. 
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We know that lim,,, (K’~~~(Z?), CI)~~(~) = 11 a 11i2(sj from the definition of 
a. The integral tends to 0 as R tends to infinity and 
&,+, (u(R), e-ikRa-,(R)), is 0 since Dr,k(~) E B*(Q’). Therefore there 
exists a sequence R, tending to 00 such that II a llz2tSj = limR,+a, II 6(Rm)ll~2csJ. 
Since the limit lim,,, 11 I~(R)II~~~,, exists the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i) In virtue of the Lemma 11.1(i), a: exist and 
from (ii) of the same lemma and Theorem 1.1 (i) they have unique extensions 
to B(R) with the same norm. 
(ii) From (i) of the theorem and from Proposition 7.1, 
II 4Lf III LZ(S) G c Ilfllm, with C locally bounded as k E R + . Therefore it is 
enough to check continuity for fixed f in B(0). Since [Ia: f 11' is given in (i) 
of this theorem and it is continuous in virtue of Theorem 2.1, it is enough to 
prove that k + (a:f, #)L2(s) is continuous for any fixed # E C?(S). We shall 
check the a: case. We denote by ZR = R n (x I 1x1 = R } and define 
P(Ll) 3 yk(x) = tyk(rw) = p(r) rpcn- ‘)“$(0)eikr. 
Since supp 4 is compact in S, there exists R, such that supp d c S, ,. We 
take two constants a, > a, > R, and take p(r) to be 0 for 0 <r < a, and 
P(r) = 1 for r2az. We put u = R(k2 + iO)f and denote by 
X&) := (A + k2) VI&). F rom Green’s formula we get for R > a, 
n-l 
iku +- 2R u pkdaR + 2ik ucii&, 
- 
= (u’ - iku, eikR#)R + 2ik(v, e’“#), . 
We remark that k -+ xk from R + to L2”(R) is continuous. The map k --t ptyk, 
R,toL 2VV2+E(Q) is continuous. We have 
I (pus, - fqk - ‘x,) dx n 
=A [(R(k2 + io)f,pvk) - df, wk) - W2 + io)f, Xk)l* 
Since wk = eikrv (w does not depend on k), and from Theorem 2.1 the 
proof is completed. 
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(iv) If f is in L2*‘(R) then (i) of Lemma 11.1 implies (iv) except 
unicity. We obtain (iv) (except unicity) for any f in B(R) by a density 
argument. Unicity follows from the remark that, if a E L’(S) and 
then 
(iii) Let 9 E C,“(S). We put as in the proof of (ii) 
uk 
* := e*‘k’x’p(lXl) Ix+“-‘)‘29 (6). 
It is clear that ut E Cm(rs), supp u: cQ, u: E B*(a). We define 
f: := (-A - k2 + p) u: . Clearly f: E B(0). Furthermore u: = 
R(k2 f i0) f: (from Theorem 1.1 (ii)). Since 1 - p(lxl) has compact support 
(1 -~(Ixl))e*‘~‘“’ Ix~-‘“-‘)‘~~(x/[x~) E R*(Tk). From (iv) of this theorem we 
get 9 = at dfj!). If b is a Bore1 set included in (0, 00) and f, g are in B(Q) 
then 
(E(b)S, g) = i1 Im(R(A + iO)S, g) dA = ijb Im(f, R(A - i0) g) & 
b 
since there are no positive eigenvalues. Also P,, =E((O, 03)). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (i) From the polarization identity it is enough to 
check (i) for f = g. We shall do this for F, . 
(E(b)f,f) = ai, WR(J + i0l.A f > d 
2 =- 
i 7t k2cb 
Im(R(k’ + iO)f, f) k dk 
&(f) k”-’ dk 
L*(s) 
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(ii) We check the first equality for x = xb, the characteristic function 
of b. We put b’=bnR+ 
= Xb(lr12)F*(f)F*(g)d~. 
I rs 
If x is general there exists a sequence xm of uniformly bounded simple 
functions converging a.e. to x. Then lim P,, x,JA)f = P,,x(A)fin L’(0) and 
limx,(j<l’)(F*f)(r) =x(l<l’)(F,f)(Q, in L*(T,). The same reasoning shows 
that it suffices to prove the second equality for x = xb, b c (0, 00 ). If we 
write (i) with (E(b) - 1)f instead off and of g we get 
so F,f=f’,W)f) a.e. in ItI E b. Similarly 
I IUE@)f12 dt = IIbW+\b) EW-II&, = 0 rs 
ltl+R+\b 
and therefore F,(E(b)f) = 0 a.e. for 1 <I’ & b so that 
F,(E(b)f)(t) =Xb(ld*) F,(f)(t) a.e. in r,. 
(iii) Since F, are partially isometric it is enough to prove 
ker P* = (0). Let 9 E ker F T. LetfEB(SZ) and bc(0, co) be a Bore1 set. 
= - e * i(n’4)k(n+ “‘*(u:(f), #(k .))L2(s) dk. 
Therefore (a: df), p(k .))L~csj = 0 k-a.e. The excepted k - s may depend onf. 
Let f, be a dense sequence in S(0). There exists a set N,, of Lebesgue 
measure 0 such that N, c R + and for every k E R +\No 
(a) the function cp(k .) is a well defined element in L*(S), 
(b) (d(fA dk 4)L,csj = 0 for evwfi 
Since f --, (QCf>, M .hzcsj is continuous B(R) + C for every k 6G N, it 
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follows that for every fin B(Q) and k 6Z N, we have (a:(f), yl(k .)),zcs, = 0. 
Let I,U E C:(S). From Theorem 3.l(iii) there exists f: E B(R) such that 
at(f:) = I+V. Therefore, for every k & N,, lJq(k .)J]:Z(sI = 0 and so 
(iv) Let f = Pacf be in D(A). Let x,(t) = Q,~,,,)(I) with ~t,,~,~) the 
characteristic function of / l/m, m]. We have lim,~~(A)f= Af in L,‘(fi). 
Furthermore F,k#)f)(<) = Itl’F, (f)(t) a.e. for I <]* E [l/m, m]. Since 
lim m+m F‘-tOlm(A>f> = F,(U) in L2Vs) we got 
AP,,cF;M,.,z, 
where M, . , 2 is defined by D(M,. ,J = {(P E L*(T,) I l~l*~(~) E L’(r,)}, 
M, ,*(p) = ] ~]‘~(~). Since FT M,. ,Z is symmetric and AP,, is selfadjoint we 
have AP,, = Fr M, ,2. 
We justify now the remark we made after announcing the Theorem 1.1. It 
is clear after an 43 argument that M is a closed subspace of B(R). Since 
g*(Q) is closed in B*(D) and since L’(Q) c j*(Q) it follows that for every 
f in M, R(k’ f iO)f b e ongs 1 to B”(Q). From Theorem 3.l(iv) we conclude 
that A4 c ker a: and since at has dense image, ker a: # B(R). 
2. SCATTERING 
The generalized Fourier transform F, constructed in Section 1 enabled us 
to prove that the absolutely continuous part of A is unitarily equivalent to 
the multiplication by I<]’ operator in L*(r,). This operator is unitarily 
equivalent to a part of the Laplacian in the whole space. If a,, a,, are 
domains satisfying (0) and having the same asymptotic cone, if Aj are 
Schrodinger operators in flj, j = 1,2, F$’ are the corresponding generalized 
Fourier transforms and P,,,, is the projection on the absolute continuity 
subspace of L*(Gr) with respect to A, then 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let Aj : D(Aj) c Hi + Hj be selfadjoint operators, Hj 
Hilbert spaces, j = 1,2. Let J: H, + H, be a bounded linear map. We define 
the wave operators associated to J by 
where s-lim is strong limit. 
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If W, (A 2, J, A ,) exist they are intertwining operators between A i and A *. 
We shall denote by A, the selfadjoint realization of 4 in L’(R”) and use the 
notation F+ , F’? for the Fourier transform: 
FO, (f)(r) =&) = (27~) - ni2 1 e - ‘(*,‘) j’(x) dx, 
F!(f)(t) =A--<) = (27r)-wz 1 e”“~“‘f(x) dx. 
Let w E C:(S), p E Cm((O, co)), p(r) = 0 for small r, p(r) = 1 for large r 
such that if we put 
J,(x) :=P(lxl) v/ (&)9 
then supp Jti c R. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose p satisfies Pl. Let J,: L’(R”) --t L’(R) be the 
multiplication by the function J,(x) operator. Then the limits 
W,(A, J,A,)f= Ilim, eilA J,emitAOf 
exist in L’(O) for every f in L*(R”) and n 2 3. 
ProoJ The norms of the operators eitdJtieeilAa re uniformly bounded. It 
is enough, therefore, to prove the existence of W, (A, Jti, A,) on a 
fundamental set. Since Jti is smooth J&&4,)) c D(A). Iff is in D(A,) then 
-$ (eitAJli,e-ffAy) = ie”‘(AJ, - J,A,) eeitAof 
Letf E .Y(R”) (the space of rapidly decreasing functions). Then t -+ eeifAOfis 
continuous with values in H’(R”) and since AJ, - J,A, : H’(R”) -+ L’(Q) is 
bounded we have 
e’“J d editA”f-- J*f = ,f: ieiSA(A JG - J,A,) eAisAof& 
the integral being a Riemann integral in L’(R). If we find a fundamental set 
in L’(R”) contained in Y’(R”) such that, for every f in it 
i>iFJti - J,b) e-ifAYiha, dt < co we proved the proposition. Let 
,*.., a,,) be a vector in R”. We define 
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If f is smooth function then (AJ, -.J,A,)f = (-d(J,) + p~,)f - 
2(grad J,, gradf). If we denote by q(x) = -d(J,)(x) + p(x) J,(x) we obtain 
14(xWifAOf)(x)l < C l 1 (1 + 4py2+u/2 (1 + Ixl)n/2tr-o 
in Ix--al> 1 and 
lq(x)(e~ifAYa)(x)I < C (1 + :12)n,4 Idx)l 
in Ix-al< 1 so that 
IIw’?&~f?~ G c l (1 + 4t2)(l+o)/2 
with o < E and C depending on p, J*, n and a. 
(grad J&, grad eei’““f,) 
=- ,$, (l + 2fl~~~~+2~12 (xj - uj)f$ (x)e-‘“-“‘2’2”+2i’). 
If x is big enough then J,(x) = y/(x//xl) is homogeneous of 0 degree so that 
f- x,%=(). 
L ’ ax, j=l 
We obtain 
Now clearly the& - s form a fundamental set in L*(R”). 
In order to compute W+(A,J,,A,) we shall use a family of operators 
G + (0 defined for Im c 2 0 such that 
J,MW=W(G+Klt-1, (1.2) 
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where 
&W= &-w’f, R(C)=V -or’ for Irnc > 0 
and 
R,(C) = R,(k* + iO), R(()=R(k* +iO) for < = k* a real positive 
number. 
Letf E L*“(R”). We define G+([)f := (A - [)J,R,,(c)f, the definition being 
in distribution sense in the case c = k*. 
LEMMA 2.2. Gt ([) is a strongly continuous family of bounded operators 
G+(c): L*,‘(R”) -, B(R) 
[EC+={zECIImz>O,Rez>O}. 
Proof. The fact that the G+(c) form a uniformly bounded family of 
continuous operators L2q1(R”) + B(Q) as < belongs to compact subsets of Ct 
follows from Lemma 9.1. Indeed, if we denote by [A, J,] = AJ, - J,A we 
have 
G+(Qf= (-A + P- C)(J&,(W)= J@f- ([A, Jtil - PJ,)WW 
In polar coordinates, for r big enough to ensure J,(ro) = v(w) we can write, 
if we denote by ug = R,([)fand uI = u;‘, 
-([A, J,] u[)(rw) = $ (A(y))(o) z+(m) +; (a,~,, a,~+?) r--(n-‘y2. 
We know that 
with C bounded as [ belongs to a compact in C+. What remains to be 
estimated is 
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Now 
l@,c,, a,w>j’< (B,c,, &q) . @,,w, z,,w> G C(W)@w~,, %‘& 
[ (a,~:,, a,,~,) da < / (a,v,,a,~,)du=(iiu,,v~), 
“S, .‘Sn-I 
so that, from Lemma 9.1 (the Q = R” case) 
If 6 < 42 then the multiplication by pJO is a bounded operator 
L2.~“2~“(R”)~L2,V2+d(~)cB(~). 
If 6 < 1 the multiplication by d(J,) is a bounded operator 
,2,~“2~6(Rn),L2,Y2+“(~)cB(a). 
We proved that G+(c) are uniformly bounded on compacts in C+. What 
remains to prove in order to obtain strong continuity of G+(c) is the strong 
continuity of I 
i - (grad Joy wW,(~)f)). 
It is enough to prove this on a dense subset of L’(R”) because of the 
uniform boundedness. We shall take this denset set to be Y(R”). We define 
Mij(x, 0) = M, by 
(Mij(X, D)u)(x) = xi s - 2 +$ 
We remark that [A, Mij] = 0. Suppose Im [ > 0. Letf E Y(R”). Then M,(f) 
belongs to Y’(R”). Since R,([)fE .Y(R”) it follows that Mij(R,(L;)f) is in 
.Y (R”). Since A and M, commute we get 
Mij(R”(ilf) = Ro(C)(Mijfh f E Y’(R”). 
Claim. There exist functions c,(x), z’,(x) = O(lxlP2) such that, for big 
1x1 
(grad J$, grad U) = ]$I 2 $ = 2 cij(X)(Mij(x, D)U)(X)* 
J J I<i<j<n 
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This is true since for big 1x1, grad Jti is orthogonal to x and because for 
any two orthogonal vectors a, /3 in R” there exists an antisymmetrical matrix 
M such that Ma =p. It is possible to write, after changing a little cij, 
(gradJ,,gradu)= c 
l<i<j<n 
cij(x)(Mij(x, D)u)tx) + i djtx) g tx) 
j-1 I 
with lCij(x)j < C(1 + Ix\)-*, suppdjc {x ] 1x1 <R}. If we take u = R,(Qf 
Im[ > 0, f E ,Y’(R”) we obtain 
(grad J,, grad(R,(W)) = JJ 
I(i<j<n 
CijMij(Ro(C).f) + ,  dj atR~~~‘f’ 
1 =j I 
(grad J, T gradtRotW)) 
= C 
I<i<j<n 
C,(X) Ro(O(Mij(.f)(X) + 5 dj &,RdNf))* 
J 
From the limiting absorbtion principle, for every 1 < i < j ,< n, 
+ --) L*.- v*4(R”) is continuous (Theorem 2.1). Also the function 
F-+RJl)ffrorn C+ to H’((xER”JJxJ<RJ) is continuous. Therefore, for 
fixed f in Y(R”), the function 
C -+ (grad Jo, grad R,(W) 
is continuous from {< E C 1 Re c > 0, Im c > 0) to B(D) and has strong 
boundary values as 5 + k2, Im [ > 0, k* > 0. Since, from Proposition 8.1, 
these boundary values cannot be other then (grad Jyl, grad(R,(k’ + iO)f)) 
the lemma is proven. 
THEOREM 3.2. ~,(AJ,A,)=FTvFO,, where ye is the multiplication 
operator by w(t/l t I). 
Proof: Since W,(A, J,A,) exist and since I;: yF* are bounded from 
L’(R”) to L’(R) it is enough to prove their equality on a dense set. We 
choose this set to be 
M= {j-E L*(R”) lj% Cp(R”)}. 
MC LZs’(R”) and iffis in M then e’“ofis in M for all t. We shall treat the 
“+” case. It is clear that J,(L’*‘(R”)) c Lzq’(R) and therefore 
580/44/l-8 
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We look at 
c Co epit(AO-(kZti6)tfdl = _iRo(k2 + jS)f, k > 0, S > 0. 
-0 
The integral is a Riemannian integral in L2(R”). If 6 > 0 and$ E M are fixed 
the integral converges in B(R”) too. Since J, : B(R”) -+ B(Q) is bounded and 
since a,+ : B(R) + L2(S) is bounded we conclude that 
i(s/4)k(3-n)/2aki(J~e-il(Ao-(k*i-is))S) dt 
2 
= -i J _ei(d4)k(3-n)/2 + R ak (J&,(k’ + id)f), 
k > 0, 6 > 0, the integral being a Riemannian integral in L’(S). From (1.2) it 
follows that 
a: (JtiRo(k2 + iS)f) = u: (R(k’ + i6) G + (k2 + id)f). 
Claim. If [ & R and h E B(R), R(@ E B(O) then 
Now, this follows from properties of F, but we prefer a direct proof. In 
order to compute a:(h) one solves (A - k2)u = h in a’(a) with 
u E H@),oc r\l B*(Q), Dr,k(~) f @*(a’) and looks at the asymptotics of U. 
If we define w = R(k2 + iO)(R([)h) (it exists since R([)h E S(0)) then 
(A - k2)(A - c)w = (A - [) R(<)h - h in g’(Q). Let u = (A - 5)~. Then 
u = (k2 - c)w + (A - k2)w = (k2 - C)w + R(c)h. 
From here we see that u E H@),,, nB*(J?) and Dr,k(U) E B*(fl’) as 
~,,kvW)~) E L2W’). s o u = R(k2 + iO)h and since R(c)h is small the claim 
has been checked. We return to the last integral and get 
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From Lemma 2.2 we obtain 
i(rq/4)k(3-n)/2u;(Gt (k2 + iO)f). 
Now from 1.2, R(k2 + i0) G+(k2 + iO)f= JbRo(k2 + iO)f so, if 
(Ro(k2 + iW)(x) = ,x7?c:“1:,,2 4*“df> + u,, 
u,E~j*((xER”/Ixl> l}), 
Then 
(this because Jti = p(lxl)y and 1 - ~(1x1) has compact support). Using 
Theorem 3.l(iv) we conclude al (G’ (k2 t iO)f)(w) = y(w) ~~*~df)(w). 
It is known that iffE M, x= 1x1~0, k > 0, 
(Ro(kZ t iO)f)(x) = ,x~t~~~,,2 
V- 
Ge-i(*/4)f(kw) k0-n)12) + u,+, 
240’ EB*({xlIxI > I}>, 
(Ro(kZ - iO)f)(x) = ,:lT:“::, 
u, EB*({x 11x1 > I}). 




-“F+ (eitAJ,e-itAy)(k .) dt = w(.) f(k .) 
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in L*(S). If x E C,“(T,) then 
1;~ 6 irn e -yF+ (eifAJ,e-'tA Y-h x> dt = <wJ'", J; x>s 
'0 
On the other hand lim I-m F+(eifaJOe-““g) = F, W+(A,J,, A,)f and 
therefore the Abel limit must be equal to (F+ W+(A, J$, A,)f, x). Since x 
was arbitrary we proved F, W+(A, J,, A,) = vF”+$ Since P,, W, = W, we 
have proved W+(A, Jtil A,)f = FT vp+J; f E M. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let x E C?(B). Then 
W,Wx,A,) = 0. 
Proof. Since eitAxeFifAo are uniformly bounded it is enough to prove that 
lim t+*m IIXei’*YIILw?~ = 0 for f in a fundamental set. If we take the f, - s 
from the proof of Proposition 1.2 this limit is obviously 0. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let pa be the restriction pa : L*(R”) + L*(Q). We denote 
by xs the characteristic function of S and the operator of restriction 
xs : L*(R”) + L*(Ts). Then W, (A, pa, A,) exist, are complete in the sense 
that their ranges are L*(R),, and 
Proof: The completeness is clear from (2.2), the surjectivity of xs and 
Theorem 4.1. We take a sequence of closed sets in S, (S,),= i,, ,. such that 
the union of their interiors covers S. We take w,,, E C,“(S), 0 < w,,, G 1, 
v/, = 1 on S,. The functions w,(</l<l) tend to xs(r//<l) uniformly on every 
compact set in r, and therefore as operators from L*(R”) to L*(Ts) strongly 
but not in norm. We have, for every f E L*(R”) 
We choose for each m functions p,(r), 0 <pm < 1, pm = 1 for large r, such 
that Jtim =p,(lxl) y/,(x/lx)) belongs to Coo(Q) and its support does not meet 
%2. We know from Theorem 3.2 that 
~,(AJ,m,A,,)=F~v,,,f+!!, m = 1, 2,... . 
We remark that, in general, Jo, tend strongly to 0. We denote by xn the 
characteristic function of 0. We can find functions xg’, x:’ so that 
(a) x”’ E Cm(Q) for every m. m 0 
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(b) The x:’ form an uniformly bounded family of Bore1 functions in 
R” with supports contained in I% The Lebesgue measure of the support of 
x’,” tends to 0 as m t co. For every m 
so that 
vmxn = J@, + XZ’ + x’,” in Q\{O) 
Xn - (Jr, + xZ’> = (1 - vm> Xn + xln” in Q\(O). 
From Proposition 4.2 we know 
W,(A,J,“+X~~~‘,AO)=FTW~F*. 
We shall estimate 
I(e-“Aof,)(x)12 = ’ 
(1 + 4t2)“‘2 
e-lx-al*/1+4t2 
1 
G e’a’z (1 + 4t2)n/2 e 
-Ixl*/(1+4r~) 
Now xbW & x~W4) + xk, (4 with xnRo the characteristic function of RR0 
since x E S2 and [xl> R, imilies x/lx1 E S. 
+ 2ela1* I R” lx:‘(-4* dx 
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After using the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue we obtain 
lim m-rco II&(1 - w,) + &‘) e-itA”j011L2(nj = 0, uniformly in t. Since they, - s 
are a fundamental set and since the norms of xn - (.I@, + xz’) as operators 
from L2(R”) to L2W are uniformly bounded we get 
lim m-rm Ii@, - (.I,, + ,&‘)) e-i’AOf/l,d2,,, = 0, uniformly in t, for every 
f E L’(R”). We obtain that eifAPn epifAOfis Cauchy as t -+ f co and 
We want now to compute IV,@,,, p*, A), where p* : L’(O)+ L’(R”) is the 
extension with 0. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let I’c R” be an open cone. Let f be a function (in Y(R”)) 
such that p+(f) =f E CT(r). Let p: L2(R”) + L2(R”\r) be the restriction. 
For every N= 1, 2,... there exists a constant C, such that 
Ilw”*Yll LqRn\r) < ChJN7 t> 1. 
ProoJ: We may suppose that 0 G II Let 
r,= (q E R” (there exist t > 1, ql E supp$such that q = tq,}. 
There exists a constant c such that Ix - q I > c( 1 + (x I + ( v I) for any 
x E R*\T, q E r,. We have 
(e-i%f)(X) = (2*)-“/Z - ei(-tLlfl() d& 
1 
Let L(t, x, t, a/X,) be the operator 
defined for 
t > l/Z xER"\T, rE suppj: 
We remark that L(t, x, r, l?/at,)(e it*-tt,l)) = ei(x-tLO. Let x E Rn\r. 
(e-“*Of)(x) = (2n)-"' ei(X-",')(*L)(3)(r)dr 
I 
=(27qn'2 f ,S-tt.t)(*L)N(f(r) & 
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with 
Let US put y =x - 2tr. The coefficients of L are (l/i)(yj/l ~1’). We have 
lyl=Ix-2t<j>c(l+(xl+t) for xER”\r, t> l/2, (Esuppj: 
Since i3/atj = -2t(a/ay,) all the derivatives ala’/ata of all the coefficients of 
*L are 0(1/l yl), By induction all the derivatives of all the coefficients of 
(*L)” are O(l/lylN). 
Remark. In the case r= r, we can improve the lemma to allow p to be 
the restriction to R”\O. Indeed, if! E CF(rs) there exists an open cone r, 
such that rf c r1 c r, and such that r, n (R”\Q) is bounded. 
We get again that I y I= Ix - 2trl > c( 1 + I XI + t) for t sufficiently big, 
x E R\O, Ix/ big, < in the support ofj? From the Lemma 6.1 and this remark 
we get 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let f E L’(R”) with supp F+ f c r,. Let p be the 
restriction p: L2(R”) + L2(R”\Q). Then 
that is, 
ii? ll(Z - pgpo) e-“AYf1(,2,,., = 0. --t 
Similarly, iff E L2(R”) and supp F?(f) c r, then 
f2~m ll(Z - pXpn) e-itAYllt2~Rn~ = 0. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. 
Proof. Let us denote W, = W, (A, po , A,). We have V* = (F+)*xzF+ . 
If f E L*(R) then the support of 
f’3wT.f) =xsXF+f is in r,. 
)Ie’fAop*ne-i’AP,,f - V+f JILZCR”) 
= lIPBe -““P.,f - e-“AOWz f IILzCR”) 
< IIP,,f - e”*poe-“*OwTf IlL2cRj 




and from Proposition 7.1 the proof is complete. 
Let now 0,~ 0, be domains satisfying (0) and having the same 
asymptotic cone. Let Ai be SchrGdinger operators in pi with potentials 
satisfying PI-P3, F:’ the corresponding generalized transforms. Let pz: be 
the restriction, pz:: L’(R,) -+ L*(R,). 
THEOREM 9.1. W,(&p,:;,A,)= (F’:‘)*F:‘. 
Proof: Since pz; = pn,pz, we have 
ef~A~P;:e-i~A2p2,acf 
=e itAlpDle-itAoei’A40~Ze- ilAip2,acf= eilAlp,,e-i~Aa(W’,Z))*f 
+ ei*A~p,,e-i’Ao(ei~Aop~,e-i~A2p2,a,f- (wy))*f). 
lim eifAIpnIe-ifAo(W’,Z))*f 
i4*cc 
= ~':'(~':')*~=(F':')*x~F,(F*)*x~*F:~' = (F:“)*Fy’,
lim (ei’Aop*,2e-i’A’P2,a,f - (w’:‘)*f) = 0 and 
I- * a, 
IjeifALpnle-i’AoIj < 1. 
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